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Pamela Smith:   (4/26/2017 05:  35) Welcome, everyone, to the 44th Plenary meeting of the CCT Review.  
Please note that this meeting will be recorded.  Remember to mute your phones by pressing *6.  Press 
*6 again to unmute. 
 
  Pamela Smith:   (05:  36) Thank you! 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  54) Good morning. I need a phone bridge please, as I will have to jump into the 
car in about 30 minutes. 
 
  Stan Besen:   (05:  55) Did not receive a call back. 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  55) ok 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  55) i ordered form the screen now 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  55) thanks 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  55) connected 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  56) Thanks Pam 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  57) how come we have apologies from Megan but she is in the room????? 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (05:  57) very strange 
 
  Pamela Smith:   (05:  57) Don't worry, Carlos. I will adjust it. :  ) 
 
  Megan Richards:   (05:  58)  I am going to be in and out :  -) 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (05:  59) Hahaha ...  :  ) 
 
  Waudo:   (05:  59) HI all. I request a call-out Im on my way from airport 
 
  Pamela Smith:   (06:  00) Waudo, the call is out to you now. 
 
  Waudo:   (06:  01) Thanks Pam. Please try again. It disconnected 
 
  Pamela Smith:   (06:  01) OK. Can do! 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (06:  02) there we  go 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (06:  02) good test Zuck 



 
  David Taylor 2:   (06:  03) Hello all 
  
 Pamela Smith:   (06:  03) TYes 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (06:  03) I have a call out 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (06:  03) thank you 
 
  Waudo:   (06:  03) im on the call-out. thanks 
 
  Carlos Raul G.:   (06:  04) I;m on both but will leave adove in awhile 
 
  David Taylor 2:   (06:  06) I did have one question, sorry Jonathan, with the extended comment period 
what is the new timetable we are working to? 
 
  Jean-Baptiste Deroulez:   (06:  07) @Stan, I heard there is a new version of your parking paper. Would it 
be possible to send it to me? I will upload it in the AC room. 
 
  Megan Richards:   (06:  10) will be back asap. have sent my limited comments but all three proposals 
look good to me 
 
  Eleeza Agopian:   (06:  13) All, just FYI:   Stacey from Analysis Group is on the line, if you have questions 
for her. 
 
  Stan Besen:   (06:  13) Actually 14.2 percent . 
 
  Stacey Chan, Analysis Group:   (06:  15) I'm happy to take questions. Greg Rafert is unfortunately tied 
up this morning and apologizes for not being able to join. 
 
  Eleeza Agopian:   (06:  15) Thanks, Stacey. 
 
  Waudo:   (06:  24) i dont thonk we can tell impact on renewals at the moment 
 
  Waudo:   (06:  25) there couls also be a link between renewals and renewal price. Thus the 
recommendaion for comprehensive parking study 
 
  Jonathan Zuck:   (06:  28) we might need clarity on what the inclusion would look like. I DON'T think 
we're going to replace all our numbers but instead in this single section, show what the impact would be  
if we didn't include them 
 
  Calvin Browne:   (06:  30) Apologies for coming in late - a meetin ran on 
 
  Jonathan Zuck:   (06:  31) and the recommendation in Stan's new section is, in fact, more study 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (06:  32) no sound ? 
 
  Jordyn A Buchanan:   (06:  34) There's still audio for me. 



 
  Dejan Djukic:   (06:  35) same here 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (06:  47) sorry.  just lost connection to Adobe 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (06:  48) Internet in China, you know ...  :  ( 
 
  Jonathan Zuck:   (06:  55) makes sense 
 
  Jonathan Zuck:   (07:  10) we're specifically NOT assuming that 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (07:  16) bud threshold ...  :  ) 
 
  David Taylor 2:   (07:  20) Thanks all! 
 
  Calvin Browne:   (07:  20) bye 
 
  Pamela Smith:   (07:  20) Thank you, everyone. 
 
  Kaili Kan:   (07:  20) Bye! 
 


